
NAME:01

Deliverable Value Awarded

Correct use of ANSI style dimensions and arrows 5 0
Correct use of ANSI symbols for counterbore, depth, etc. 4 0
All projections properly orthogonal 4 4
Limit dimensions noted and created correctly according to standard 5 2
Assembly section view shows correct objects "in the round" 4 0
Centerlines/centermarks/cutting lines used correctly 5 5
Titleblock located correctly and includes necessary information such as tolerance block, sheet size and scale. 5 3
Bill of materials includes proper fields, and is located appropriately 3 2
Text does not interfere with leaders, extension lines or table cell borders 5 3
Views created using 3rd Angle projection 3 3
Extension line include small space to geometry but touch center lines 3 3
Dimensions use appropriate trailing zeros given tolerance 3 3
Values less than one inch do not include a leading zero 1 1
TOTAL: 50 29

NAME: 02
Deliverable Value Awarded
Correct use of ANSI style dimensions and arrows 5 5
Correct use of ANSI symbols for counterbore, depth, etc. 4 4
All projections properly orthogonal 4 4
Limit dimensions noted and created correctly according to standard 5 5
Assembly section view shows correct objects "in the round" 4 0
Centerlines/centermarks/cutting lines used correctly 5 5
Titleblock located correctly and includes necessary information such as tolerance block, sheet size and scale. 5 3
Bill of materials includes proper fields, and is located appropriately 3 3
Text does not interfere with leaders, extension lines or table cell borders 5 5
Views created using 3rd Angle projection 3 3
Extension line include small space to geometry but touch center lines 3 2
Dimensions use appropriate trailing zeros given tolerance 3 3
Values less than one inch do not include a leading zero 1 1
TOTAL: 50 43

NAME: 03
Deliverable Value Awarded
Correct use of ANSI style dimensions and arrows 5 5
Correct use of ANSI symbols for counterbore, depth, etc. 4 4
All projections properly orthogonal 4 3.75
Limit dimensions noted and created correctly according to standard 5 5
Assembly section view shows correct objects "in the round" 4 3.5
Centerlines/centermarks/cutting lines used correctly 5 4.5
Titleblock located correctly and includes necessary information such as tolerance block, sheet size and scale. 5 5
Bill of materials includes proper fields, and is located appropriately 3 3
Text does not interfere with leaders, extension lines or table cell borders 5 4.75
Views created using 3rd Angle projection 3 3
Extension line include small space to geometry but touch center lines 3 2
Dimensions use appropriate trailing zeros given tolerance 3 2
Values less than one inch do not include a leading zero 1 1
TOTAL: 50 46.5

NAME: 04
Deliverable Value Awarded
Correct use of ANSI style dimensions and arrows 5 5
Correct use of ANSI symbols for counterbore, depth, etc. 4 4
All projections properly orthogonal 4 4
Limit dimensions noted and created correctly according to standard 5 4.5
Assembly section view shows correct objects "in the round" 4 3
Centerlines/centermarks/cutting lines used correctly 5 4.5
Titleblock located correctly and includes necessary information such as tolerance block, sheet size and scale. 5 3.5
Bill of materials includes proper fields, and is located appropriately 3 2
Text does not interfere with leaders, extension lines or table cell borders 5 5
Views created using 3rd Angle projection 3 3
Extension line include small space to geometry but touch center lines 3 2
Dimensions use appropriate trailing zeros given tolerance 3 2
Values less than one inch do not include a leading zero 1 1
TOTAL: 50 43.5



NAME: 05
Deliverable Value Awarded
Correct use of ANSI style dimensions and arrows 5 5
Correct use of ANSI symbols for counterbore, depth, etc. 4 4
All projections properly orthogonal 4 4
Limit dimensions noted and created correctly according to standard 5 4.5
Assembly section view shows correct objects "in the round" 4 3
Centerlines/centermarks/cutting lines used correctly 5 5
Titleblock located correctly and includes necessary information such as tolerance block, sheet size and scale. 5 3
Bill of materials includes proper fields, and is located appropriately 3 2
Text does not interfere with leaders, extension lines or table cell borders 5 5
Views created using 3rd Angle projection 3 3
Extension line include small space to geometry but touch center lines 3 3
Dimensions use appropriate trailing zeros given tolerance 3 2
Values less than one inch do not include a leading zero 1 1
TOTAL: 50 44.5

NAME: 06
Deliverable Value Awarded
Correct use of ANSI style dimensions and arrows 5 5
Correct use of ANSI symbols for counterbore, depth, etc. 4 4
All projections properly orthogonal 4 4
Limit dimensions noted and created correctly according to standard 5 5
Assembly section view shows correct objects "in the round" 4 4
Centerlines/centermarks/cutting lines used correctly 5 4.5
Titleblock located correctly and includes necessary information such as tolerance block, sheet size and scale. 5 5
Bill of materials includes proper fields, and is located appropriately 3 3
Text does not interfere with leaders, extension lines or table cell borders 5 5
Views created using 3rd Angle projection 3 3
Extension line include small space to geometry but touch center lines 3 3
Dimensions use appropriate trailing zeros given tolerance 3 2
Values less than one inch do not include a leading zero 1 1
TOTAL: 50 48.5

NAME: 07
Deliverable Value Awarded
Correct use of ANSI style dimensions and arrows 5 5
Correct use of ANSI symbols for counterbore, depth, etc. 4 4
All projections properly orthogonal 4 4
Limit dimensions noted and created correctly according to standard 5 5
Assembly section view shows correct objects "in the round" 4 2
Centerlines/centermarks/cutting lines used correctly 5 5
Titleblock located correctly and includes necessary information such as tolerance block, sheet size and scale. 5 5
Bill of materials includes proper fields, and is located appropriately 3 3
Text does not interfere with leaders, extension lines or table cell borders 5 5
Views created using 3rd Angle projection 3 3
Extension line include small space to geometry but touch center lines 3 2
Dimensions use appropriate trailing zeros given tolerance 3 3
Values less than one inch do not include a leading zero 1 1
TOTAL: 50 47

NAME: 08
Deliverable Value Awarded
Correct use of ANSI style dimensions and arrows 5 5
Correct use of ANSI symbols for counterbore, depth, etc. 4 4
All projections properly orthogonal 4 4
Limit dimensions noted and created correctly according to standard 5 5
Assembly section view shows correct objects "in the round" 4 3
Centerlines/centermarks/cutting lines used correctly 5 5
Titleblock located correctly and includes necessary information such as tolerance block, sheet size and scale. 5 5
Bill of materials includes proper fields, and is located appropriately 3 3
Text does not interfere with leaders, extension lines or table cell borders 5 5
Views created using 3rd Angle projection 3 3
Extension line include small space to geometry but touch center lines 3 3
Dimensions use appropriate trailing zeros given tolerance 3 2
Values less than one inch do not include a leading zero 1 1
TOTAL: 50 48

NAME: 09
Deliverable Value Awarded
Correct use of ANSI style dimensions and arrows 5 5



Correct use of ANSI symbols for counterbore, depth, etc. 4 4
All projections properly orthogonal 4 4
Limit dimensions noted and created correctly according to standard 5 5
Assembly section view shows correct objects "in the round" 4 3
Centerlines/centermarks/cutting lines used correctly 5 5
Titleblock located correctly and includes necessary information such as tolerance block, sheet size and scale. 5 5
Bill of materials includes proper fields, and is located appropriately 3 3
Text does not interfere with leaders, extension lines or table cell borders 5 5
Views created using 3rd Angle projection 3 3
Extension line include small space to geometry but touch center lines 3 1
Dimensions use appropriate trailing zeros given tolerance 3 3
Values less than one inch do not include a leading zero 1 1
TOTAL: 50 47

NAME: 10
Deliverable Value Awarded
Correct use of ANSI style dimensions and arrows 5 5
Correct use of ANSI symbols for counterbore, depth, etc. 4 4
All projections properly orthogonal 4 4
Limit dimensions noted and created correctly according to standard 5 5
Assembly section view shows correct objects "in the round" 4 2
Centerlines/centermarks/cutting lines used correctly 5 5
Titleblock located correctly and includes necessary information such as tolerance block, sheet size and scale. 5 4
Bill of materials includes proper fields, and is located appropriately 3 3
Text does not interfere with leaders, extension lines or table cell borders 5 4
Views created using 3rd Angle projection 3 3
Extension line include small space to geometry but touch center lines 3 2
Dimensions use appropriate trailing zeros given tolerance 3 2
Values less than one inch do not include a leading zero 1 1
TOTAL: 50 44

NAME: 11
Deliverable Value Awarded
Correct use of ANSI style dimensions and arrows 5 5
Correct use of ANSI symbols for counterbore, depth, etc. 4 4
All projections properly orthogonal 4 4
Limit dimensions noted and created correctly according to standard 5 2
Assembly section view shows correct objects "in the round" 4 0
Centerlines/centermarks/cutting lines used correctly 5 5
Titleblock located correctly and includes necessary information such as tolerance block, sheet size and scale. 5 4
Bill of materials includes proper fields, and is located appropriately 3 2
Text does not interfere with leaders, extension lines or table cell borders 5 3
Views created using 3rd Angle projection 3 3
Extension line include small space to geometry but touch center lines 3 2
Dimensions use appropriate trailing zeros given tolerance 3 3
Values less than one inch do not include a leading zero 1 1
TOTAL: 50 38

NAME: 12
Deliverable Value Awarded
Correct use of ANSI style dimensions and arrows 5 5
Correct use of ANSI symbols for counterbore, depth, etc. 4 4
All projections properly orthogonal 4 4
Limit dimensions noted and created correctly according to standard 5 5
Assembly section view shows correct objects "in the round" 4 0
Centerlines/centermarks/cutting lines used correctly 5 5
Titleblock located correctly and includes necessary information such as tolerance block, sheet size and scale. 5 5
Bill of materials includes proper fields, and is located appropriately 3 3
Text does not interfere with leaders, extension lines or table cell borders 5 5
Views created using 3rd Angle projection 3 3
Extension line include small space to geometry but touch center lines 3 2
Dimensions use appropriate trailing zeros given tolerance 3 3
Values less than one inch do not include a leading zero 1 1
TOTAL: 50 45

NAME: 13
Deliverable Value Awarded
Correct use of ANSI style dimensions and arrows 5 5
Correct use of ANSI symbols for counterbore, depth, etc. 4 4
All projections properly orthogonal 4 4
Limit dimensions noted and created correctly according to standard 5 5



Assembly section view shows correct objects "in the round" 4 1
Centerlines/centermarks/cutting lines used correctly 5 5
Titleblock located correctly and includes necessary information such as tolerance block, sheet size and scale. 5 4
Bill of materials includes proper fields, and is located appropriately 3 3
Text does not interfere with leaders, extension lines or table cell borders 5 4
Views created using 3rd Angle projection 3 3
Extension line include small space to geometry but touch center lines 3 2
Dimensions use appropriate trailing zeros given tolerance 3 3
Values less than one inch do not include a leading zero 1 1
TOTAL: 50 44

NAME: 14
Deliverable Value Awarded
Correct use of ANSI style dimensions and arrows 5 5
Correct use of ANSI symbols for counterbore, depth, etc. 4 4
All projections properly orthogonal 4 4
Limit dimensions noted and created correctly according to standard 5 5
Assembly section view shows correct objects "in the round" 4 1
Centerlines/centermarks/cutting lines used correctly 5 5
Titleblock located correctly and includes necessary information such as tolerance block, sheet size and scale. 5 5
Bill of materials includes proper fields, and is located appropriately 3 3
Text does not interfere with leaders, extension lines or table cell borders 5 5
Views created using 3rd Angle projection 3 3
Extension line include small space to geometry but touch center lines 3 2
Dimensions use appropriate trailing zeros given tolerance 3 3
Values less than one inch do not include a leading zero 1 1
TOTAL: 50 46

NAME: 15
Deliverable Value Awarded
Correct use of ANSI style dimensions and arrows 5 5
Correct use of ANSI symbols for counterbore, depth, etc. 4 4
All projections properly orthogonal 4 4
Limit dimensions noted and created correctly according to standard 5 3
Assembly section view shows correct objects "in the round" 4 2
Centerlines/centermarks/cutting lines used correctly 5 4
Titleblock located correctly and includes necessary information such as tolerance block, sheet size and scale. 5 3
Bill of materials includes proper fields, and is located appropriately 3 3
Text does not interfere with leaders, extension lines or table cell borders 5 5
Views created using 3rd Angle projection 3 3
Extension line include small space to geometry but touch center lines 3 2
Dimensions use appropriate trailing zeros given tolerance 3 1
Values less than one inch do not include a leading zero 1 1
TOTAL: 50 40

NAME: 16
Deliverable Value Awarded
Correct use of ANSI style dimensions and arrows 5 5
Correct use of ANSI symbols for counterbore, depth, etc. 4 4
All projections properly orthogonal 4 4
Limit dimensions noted and created correctly according to standard 5 5
Assembly section view shows correct objects "in the round" 4 0
Centerlines/centermarks/cutting lines used correctly 5 5
Titleblock located correctly and includes necessary information such as tolerance block, sheet size and scale. 5 5
Bill of materials includes proper fields, and is located appropriately 3 3
Text does not interfere with leaders, extension lines or table cell borders 5 5
Views created using 3rd Angle projection 3 3
Extension line include small space to geometry but touch center lines 3 2
Dimensions use appropriate trailing zeros given tolerance 3 3
Values less than one inch do not include a leading zero 1 1
TOTAL: 50 45

NAME: 17
Deliverable Value Awarded
Correct use of ANSI style dimensions and arrows 5 0
Correct use of ANSI symbols for counterbore, depth, etc. 4 4
All projections properly orthogonal 4 4
Limit dimensions noted and created correctly according to standard 5 5
Assembly section view shows correct objects "in the round" 4 4
Centerlines/centermarks/cutting lines used correctly 5 5
Titleblock located correctly and includes necessary information such as tolerance block, sheet size and scale. 5 5



Bill of materials includes proper fields, and is located appropriately 3 3
Text does not interfere with leaders, extension lines or table cell borders 5 2
Views created using 3rd Angle projection 3 3
Extension line include small space to geometry but touch center lines 3 2
Dimensions use appropriate trailing zeros given tolerance 3 3
Values less than one inch do not include a leading zero 1 0
TOTAL: 50 40

NAME: 18
Deliverable Value Awarded
Correct use of ANSI style dimensions and arrows 5 5
Correct use of ANSI symbols for counterbore, depth, etc. 4 0
All projections properly orthogonal 4 4
Limit dimensions noted and created correctly according to standard 5 5
Assembly section view shows correct objects "in the round" 4 2
Centerlines/centermarks/cutting lines used correctly 5 5
Titleblock located correctly and includes necessary information such as tolerance block, sheet size and scale. 5 5
Bill of materials includes proper fields, and is located appropriately 3 3
Text does not interfere with leaders, extension lines or table cell borders 5 5
Views created using 3rd Angle projection 3 3
Extension line include small space to geometry but touch center lines 3 2
Dimensions use appropriate trailing zeros given tolerance 3 3
Values less than one inch do not include a leading zero 1 1
TOTAL: 50 43

NAME: 19
Deliverable Value Awarded
Correct use of ANSI style dimensions and arrows 5 0
Correct use of ANSI symbols for counterbore, depth, etc. 4 0
All projections properly orthogonal 4 4
Limit dimensions noted and created correctly according to standard 5 0
Assembly section view shows correct objects "in the round" 4 4
Centerlines/centermarks/cutting lines used correctly 5 4.5
Titleblock located correctly and includes necessary information such as tolerance block, sheet size and scale. 5 4
Bill of materials includes proper fields, and is located appropriately 3 2.5
Text does not interfere with leaders, extension lines or table cell borders 5 5
Views created using 3rd Angle projection 3 2
Extension line include small space to geometry but touch center lines 3 2
Dimensions use appropriate trailing zeros given tolerance 3 3
Values less than one inch do not include a leading zero 1 1
TOTAL: 50 32

CLASS TOTALS
Deliverable Value Awarded
Correct use of ANSI style dimensions and arrows 5 5
Correct use of ANSI symbols for counterbore, depth, etc. 4 4
All projections properly orthogonal 4 4
Limit dimensions noted and created correctly according to standard 5 5
Assembly section view shows correct objects "in the round" 4 0
Centerlines/centermarks/cutting lines used correctly 5 5
Titleblock located correctly and includes necessary information such as tolerance block, sheet size and scale. 5 5
Bill of materials includes proper fields, and is located appropriately 3 3
Text does not interfere with leaders, extension lines or table cell borders 5 5
Views created using 3rd Angle projection 3 3
Extension line include small space to geometry but touch center lines 3 2
Dimensions use appropriate trailing zeros given tolerance 3 3
Values less than one inch do not include a leading zero 1 1
TOTAL: 50 45
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